
   Compound Interest  
Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 

NWL23 Highlighted compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

7s HEAD- 

HEADEND ADDEEHN facility that receives and distributes communications signals [n -S] 

HEADMAN AADEHMN foreman (man who supervises workers) [n -MEN] 

HEADPIN ADEHINP bowling pin [n -S] 

HEADSET ADEEHST pair of earphones [n -S] 

HEADWAY AADEHWY forward movement [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s HEAD- 

HEADACHE AACDEEHH pain inside head [n -S] 

HEADACHY AACDEHHY having headache [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

HEADBAND AABDDEHN band worn on head [n -S] 

HEADBUTT ABDEHTTU to strike with head [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

HEADFISH ADEFHHIS marine fish [n -ES] 

HEADGATE AADEEGHT gate to control flow of water [n -S] 

HEADGEAR AADEEGHR covering for head [n HEADGEAR] 

HEADHUNT ADEHHNTU to seek out, decapitate, and preserve heads of enemies [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

HEADLAND AADDEHLN cliff (high, steep face of rock) [n -S] 

HEADLINE ADEEHILN to provide with title [v -D, -NING, -S] 

HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S] 

HEADLONG ADEGHLNO rash; impetuous [adj] 

HEADNOTE ADEEHNOT prefixed note [n -S] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADRACE AACDEEHR water channel [n -S] 

HEADRAIL AADEHILR horizontal rail at top of something [n -S] 

HEADREST ADEEHRST support for head [n -S] 

HEADROOM ADEHMOOR clear vertical space [n -S] 

HEADSAIL AADEHILS type of sail [n -S] 

HEADSHOT ADEHHOST photograph of person from neck up [n -S] 

HEADSTAY AADEHSTY support for ship's foremast [n -S] 

HEADWIND ADDEHINW oncoming wind [n -S] 

HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S] 

HEADWORK ADEHKORW mental work [n -S] 
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